
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 11/26/07

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom 
line is we are a regulated firm which can be extremely important in this day and age. 
 
Wheat Fundamentals: after purchasing 342 K tonnes of wheat over the weekend, India's 
total purchases have reached 1.7 million tonnes. There are two separate additional 
350 K tonnes India tenders suggesting a potential accumulation of 2.4 million tonnes 
vs 5.5 MMT a year earlier. USDA estimates 2007/08 India imports of 2 million tonnes. 
New update on the Argentina frost freeze suggest damage may have been heavier on 
newly planted corn and soybeans than mature wheat which is presently being harvested. 
Argentina gov't suggest wheat production at 15.4 million tonnes vs USDA's 14.7 mil 
tonnes. 
 
NASS: declining US winter wheat conditions continue as the 2007/08 winter wheat crop. 
Cumulative winter wheat good to 
excellent crop conditions are 
rated 44% vs last weeks 45% 
with the five year ave of 59% 
and last years 53%. Top Five 
winter wheat producing states 
as a percent of the total 
annual winter wheat production 
are: Kansas 19%, TX 7.5%, WA 
7.5%, OK 7.5% and CO 5.7%. 
Kansas wheat conditions 
increased to 43% vs the 
previous weeks 40%, OK fell to 
34% vs the previous weeks 38%, 
and Texas fell to 11% (good 
only, no wheat rated excellent) 
vs the previous weeks 16% good 
to excellent. 
 
Basis: over the most recent 19 
years, for the 47th week (week 
of Nov 26th) of the calendar year, the average Gulf basis has been 39 cents over Dec 
futures. The max for wheat basis has been 82 over with the minimum at 11 over. The 
present basis level is 65 cents over. Wheat basis on average has had a tendency to 
work sideways from mid Nov to the last week of Dec. Basis traders be aware of the 
time line. 
 
Exports: 2007/08 export use is 56% of annual production vs an average level of 46%. 
Week ended Nov 22nd had exports sales of 18.1 mil bu compare to a five week ave of 
12.2 mil bu and ten week ave of 29.9 mil bu. 2007/08 cumulative sales are 97% above 
yr earlier levels and 80% above the five year ave. Shipments are 82% above year 
earlier levels, helping to set a floor for old crop futures. 
 
March Wheat-Corn Spread: 420 prem the wheat viewed as support. Resistance of 460 and 
50% retracement of 470 may be the target. Consider entering the spread at 426-427 and 
risk to 412. 
 
2007 Cash Marketing: Allendale sold 50% of its 2007 wheat inventory on 9/18/07 based 
on historicals. The second opportunity is next April-May. See our Hedge Advice page 
for instructions. The Dec/Mar CBOT wheat spread is 20.6 cents premium the March. Your 
cost to store wheat per month is 5.9 cents per bu. The present futures spread is 
paying more than break even and warrants the need to roll Dec Hedges to March 2008 
futures. On Monday 10/22/07 we rolled the remaining 50% of our 2007 wheat hedged in 
the Dec 2007 futures to the March 2008 futures. 
 
 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/products/products.aspx


New Crop 2008 Marketing: the July 2008 life of contract high is Monday Nov 26th 7280 
(e-cbot). The recent low is 6470 on Oct 25th. Allendale is now 45% hedged of 
anticipated new crop wheat production at an average level of 6390 after hedging 10% 
at the 7220 level. Allendale has resting orders to hedge an additional 10% at a level 
of 7720. Complete details may be found within our Hedge Advice page. 
 
Trade Position: the fundamental facts are world supplies are at risk with weather 
problems in Argentina, possibly India and declining conditions in the US. The 
technical picture changed out of its negative weakness beginning Tuesday Nov 20th, 
the wheat-corn spread is also viewed technically supportive to wheat. 
 
Weekly Export Inspections: pre release estimates for the weekly export inspections 
and actual results released Monday 10:00 am central time;  
         Pre release Est      Amt Needed        Last       Results 11/26/07 
         in mil of bushels   to Keep Pace       Week      Wk Ended 11/22/07 
Corn         45-55           44.44 mil bu        53          47.6 mil bu 
Soybeans     25-35           17.32 mil bu        24          32.2 mil bu  
Wheat        20-25           18.07 mil bu        24          15.1 mil bu 
 
Observation: cumulative export inspections are 68% above year earlier levels for 
wheat (declining was 70% last week), 9% for corn (increasing was 7% last week), and 
soybeans 17% behind (increasing as a week ago they were 23% behind last Monday) year 
earlier levels. 
 
Soybeans Fundamentals: bullish to soybeans and soybean oil is the firm crude oil 
market (biodiesel) precious metals and weak US dollar. Also bullish to soybeans is 
the notable dryness setting in within Argentina and little if any rain in the week to 
ten day forecast. Bearish to soybean oil and ultimately soybeans is that same crude 
oil market which now has cash crude oil prices 6 to 7 cents per pound above the 
break-even levels to manufacture biodiesel and good early soybean growth in Brazil. 
One side note regarding Argentina's dryness. Approximately two months ago the United 
Nations's chief meteorologist did warn, if La Nina continues to strengthen, its peak 
was forecasted in Jan-Feb of 2008. The timing would interrupt soybean pod fill for 
most likely targeted Argentina soybeans. At risk is 43% of the South America combined 
Argentine and Brazil total 2007/08 crop. 
 
Thus Far Export Activity: As of the most recent weekly export sales report, China has 
bought 14% more beans than year earlier levels with Mexico 8% more and Japan 9%. 
However the EU-25 has bought 26% fewer, and Taiwan 30% fewer than year earlier 
levels. The top five importers of US soybeans have bought 2% less than year earlier 

levels. Positive news for 
cumulative soybean exports sales 
to all nations have leapt from 
last weeks negative 5% to a 
positive 5% vs year earlier 
levels and are now 5% above the 
five year average. 
 
Basis: over the most recent 18 
years, for the 47th week (week of 
Nov 26th) of the calendar year, 
the ave Gulf basis has been 34 
cents over Jan futures. The max 
for basis has been 56 over with 
the minimum at 21 over. The 
present basis level is 35 cents 
over. Basis on average has had a 
tendency to work higher from mid 
Nov to the last week of Dec. 

 
 
 
 



January Soybean Futures: experienced an outside day down on Monday. The last date 
this occurred was Nov 1st, consolidated two days and then closed 38 cents higher vs 
its close on Nov 1st. This time around after the outside day down, nearly a mirror 
image as futures consolidated two days and by the third day closed nearly 30 cents 
higher. Something to keep in the back of your mind. 
 
Nov 2008/Dec 2008: The big picture suggest the spread remains in favor of buying new 
crop beans and selling new crop corn. Allendale views $5.70 as a pivot point where 
trade may be more inclined to buy corn and sell soybeans. The spread continues in its 
big picture trend of strengthening for soybeans to close at $6.06 premium the Nov 
2008 soybeans. 
 
2008 Soybeans: on Monday 11/19/08 Allendale hedged an additional 10% of anticipated 
2008 soybean production at a level of $10.25/bu. Allendale now has 30% of anticipated 
2008 production hedged at an average levels of $9.59/bu. Our next level to hedge is 
stated within our Hedge Advice page. 
 
Trade Position: We remain fundamentally bullish soybeans as a result of the strength 
in outside futures trade and the weakness in the US dollar. Bearish to soybeans is 
the anticipated drop in soybean use for bio diesel production as cash prices for 
soybean oil have put operating margins in the red. Allendale suggest to focus on the 
US dollar. If a bottom begins to form we see crude oil and grains potentially coming 
under price pressure. 
 
Weekly Export Sales: pre release estimates for the weekly export sales and actual 
results released Friday 7:30 am central time; 
         Pre release Est      Amt Needed        Last       Results 11/23/07 
         in mil of bushels   to Keep Pace       Week      Wk Ended 11/15/07 
Corn         39-61           26.07 mil bu        54          72.7 mil bu 
Soybeans     29-44            9.21 mil bu        48          66.4 mil bu  
Wheat        11-18            5.18 mil bu        15          18.1 mil bu 
 
Observation: the positive news is how sales results exceeded the previous weeks level 
and able to reduce the amount needed on a per week basis. The world remains hungry 
for US starch and protein. With 50% of the marketing year remaining, wheat needs to 
ave 5.18 mil bu of weekly sales or 135 mil bu. Using the most recent five week sales 
ave of 12.2 mil bu per week, the USDA target of 1.15 bil bu could be met in 11 weeks 
or using the most recent ten week ave could be met in 4.5 weeks. 
 
Corn Fundamentals: Export sales, and inspections are strong as the US dollar is weak. 
Argentina plans to replant corn which was recently frozen and South Africa's west 
cornbelt is in need of moisture. A potential positive leading indicator is how as of 
last Friday, the value per pound of protein has distillers grain more than 48% 
soybean meal. The last time where DDG was more valued than 48% soybean meal was the 
spring of 2007. This recent action could suggest the stock piles of DDG are cleaned 
up and its time for the ethanol plants to show growing positive margins and get back 
into the business of manufacturing corn into ethanol. Corn for ethanol expected to 
revive by March 2008 after working through present supply glut and could push futures 
and cash prices higher. As winter wheat conditions erode in the key production area 
of the southern Plains, 2008 production could suffer and place more pressure for corn 
to perform as a substitute. Of the top five importers of corn, Taiwan is the only 
country which as of Nov 22nd which has bought less US corn than year earlier levels. 
Taiwan has bought 23% less corn than year earlier levels while number one buyer Japan 
is up 9%, Mexico 19% more, Korea up a staggering 104% and number five Egypt up 73%! 
Thus the top five importers as of Nov 22nd have purchased 33% more corn than year 
earlier levels. Bearish to corn futures, declining potential for US feed use. 
 
Ethanol: Dec futures closed 5 cents higher to settle at $1.95/gallon. Technical 
resistance is $1.95 with support at $1.87. The long term trend remains up since 
finding a bottom of $1.536 on Oct 1, 2007.  
 
 
 



Basis: over the most recent 19 years, for the 47th week (week of Nov 26th) of the 
calendar year, the average Gulf basis has been 32 cents over Dec futures. The max for 
basis has been 63 over with the minimum at 20 over. The present basis level is 52 
cents over. Basis on average has had a tendency to work sideways to slightly lower 
from mid Nov to the last week of Dec. 
 
Exports: 2007/08 export use is 17% of annual production vs an average level of 20%. 
Weekly exports sales of 72.7 mil bu for the week ending Nov 22nd compare to a five 

week ave of 54.3 mil bu and 
ten week ave of 62.5 mil 
bu. 2007/08 cumulative 
sales are 35% above yr 
earlier levels  and 59% 
above the five year ave. 
Shipments are 8% above year 
earlier levels but 55% 
below the most recent five 
year average. 
 
Marketing: Cost of carry 
from Dec hedges to March is 
3.6 cents per bushel per 
month, or the need for a 
carry of 10.8 cents. The 
futures market is offering 
17 cents. Allendale did 
roll its Dec corn hedges, 
covered with bull call 
spreads to the March 
futures on 9/27/07. If you 

have not rolled Dec corn hedges, get them rolled. See complete marketing advice 
within our Hedge Advice page. If your 2007 harvest is not hedged in the futures then 
look to your local cash markets to discover if the buyer is offering carry of at 
least 3.6 cents per bu, per month. Contact your Allendale representative for 
re ownership ideas. 
 
Cash Peaks: Dating back to 2000, national corn prices have peaked more frequently in 
the months of Dec, April and May.  
 
2008 Corn Production: Allendale has 10% of anticipated 2008 corn production hedged at 
a level of 4220. The Dec 2008 corn futures life of contract high is 4364 as of Wed 
Nov 7th, 2007, with a recent Oct low of 3864. Allendale had resting orders to hedge 
an additional 10% at a futures price level of 4360 which was filled and brings us up 
to a level of 20% hedged at an ave price of 4290. We will be methodical in hedging 
for the balance of the 2007 calendar year and extremely cautious entering 2008 spring 
plantings if in fact corn acres are replaced with bean and wheat acres. New hedge 
instructions are found within our Hedge Advice page. 
 
Trade Position: fundamentally we remain bullish to corn even with record production 
as demand remains strong globally and record low levels of world end stocks to use 
for corn and its cousin the wheat. We have written new orders to re enter long March 
futures and initial long July corn futures. Those new orders can be found within our 
Grain Trading Strategies page. 
 
Technicals: Old and New crop corn and soybeans and new crop wheat. For the short term 
trader, Allendale uses its own unique custom Moving Averages to monitor price 
momentum, define key support and resistance levels as well as advise where key pivot 
points are located when bulls may turn bearish and bears to turn bulls. We also 
include last weeks closing price for the weekly chartist as we draw closer to the end 
of the week to anticipate the possibility for futures to have a positive weekly close 
or if weakness is ensuing. A detailed technical look at the grains and livestock are 
available within our Allendale Advanced Charts. 
 



Corn Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Dec          3856        3810             3800        3730       3890 
Mar          4032        3980             3980        3860       4056 
Bean Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Jan         11036       10700            10630        8890      11002 
Mar         11210       10860            10780        8980      11162 
Wheat Futures Close   Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Dec   CBOT   8140        8040             7770        6500       8264 
Dec   KCBT   8390        8310             8000        6470       8540 
Dec   MGEX   8980        8880             8520        6530       9080 
Crude Futures Close   Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Jan          9770        9497             9258        8721       9818 
US Dollar     Close   Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
D
 
ec          7486        7542             7577        7714       7507 

Observation: as we close in on the end of month, the present value of crude oil is 
10% higher than where it closed for the month of October, Dec corn up 2.6%, Jan 
soybeans up 7.6%, Minneapolis Dec wheat also up 7.6% and the US Dollar has lost 3%. 
The trade is likely to hone in on closes which could support existing weekly and 
monthly trends.......Joe Victor 
 
 
Jan 18-19: our 18th annual conference in Crystal Lake, IL. Call 800 551 4626 for a 
special offer. 
 
               "Today's Reality, Tomorrow's Opportunity" 
 
                   Allendale's 18th annual conference 
 
Itinerary for January 19th, 2008 
 
7:30 - 8:15         Breakfast & Registration 
 
8:15 - 8:30         Welcome & Introduction                  Paul Georgy 
 
8:30 - 9:15         Wheat, The Leader Of The Pack           Joe Victor 
World and domestic stocks are at record low levels, can they be repaired in 
one year? High prices attracting new suppliers, but can traditional 
suppliers fight their way back?  Are high prices creating less demand? 
Strategies to reduce risk management exposure presented. 
 
9:15 - 10:00        Losing Acres, Increasing Value!         Bill Biedermann 
Is the ethanol boon over, or merely taking a breather before taking another 
giant step? Fewer corn acres in 2008, suggests shrinking stocks for the US, 
who will pick up the global slack? Corn remains king in the US! Should 
multi-year hedges be implemented or has corn penetrated a new plateau in 
value? 
 
10:00 - 10:30       Morning Break 
 
10:30 - 11:00       Global Dairy Demand Surprise Grain      Alan Levitt 
CME Daily Dairy Report, author Alan Levitt will provide information on what 
role dairy products play on food and feed substitutes. Are prices expected 
to move higher coming off the heels of a very impressive rally in 2007? Is 
dairy protein competing with plant protein to satisfy growing demand? Risk 
management strategies will be presented. 
                
11:00 - 12:00       Can Soybeans Fuel Prices To The Teens?  Paul Georgy  
Soybean use for biodiesel gaining favor within the US, could it experience 
the growth curve ethanol has? Is it price or cropping practice which may 
allow soybeans to take acres away from corn in 2008? Allendale Inc 
President Paul Georgy will detail how oilseeds are gaining popularity in 
the biofuel sector. Can beans continue to satisfy feed, food and exports. 



 
12:00 - 1:00        Delicious Lunch 
 
1:00 - 1:30         Trading Floor Chatter!                  Chris Modaff 
Direct from the CBOT floor, Chris Modaff's experience in the commercial 
grain sector, will share his most recent observations which may impact 
short and long term marketing plans. What will the merger between the CME 
and CBOT have on grain and livestock trade? Is the pit trade a thing of the 
past and electronic trade taking over permanently? Does electronic trade or 
pit trade provide the best service?  
 
1:30 - 2:30         Technical Analysis Key to Option Strategy   Ken Shaleen 
CME educator and ChartWatch President Ken Shaleen will teach us how to use 
the appropriate option strategies based on daily, weekly and monthly 
various chart formations. Mr. Shaleen will present option strategies on the 
various most notable futures markets. 
 
2:30 - 3:00         Afternoon Break 
 
3:00 - 3:45         Export Trade For Meats, Fact Or Fiction!    Rich Nelson 
Are the US meat exports really important to the futures and cash markets? 
Cash cattle expected to peak in the winter of 2008, then what? How much US 
pork will China buy for the 2008 Olympics? How quickly can hog markets 
recover? Will a lack of expansion in the cow/calf sector mean another year 
of high prices? Allendale Director of Research, Rich Nelson will show us 
how you can manage your risk exposure 2008. 
  
3:45 - 4:30         Where Will 2008 Drought Hit?            Drew Lerner     
A leader within the meteorological field will present the La Nina outlook 
for both US and world agriculture. How abundant is world major growing 
regions moisture situation? What crops are most at risk in 2008? What 
regions need a near perfect start in 2008 to meet production demands? 
 
www.allendale-inc.com
800 551 4626 
 
 
 
Lean Hogs: Today's 444,000 head 
kill included 18,000 head from 
two plants on Sunday. Typically 
at this time of the year packers 
get a last chance or two at 
trying to beat the pre-
Thanksgiving slaughter peak. One 
good thing to note is cash hog 
prices bottomed last week. Now 
packers are reaching out to fill 
those kill schedules. One thing 
we will note is December futures 
hold a large premium of around $6 
to the lean hog index (cash hog 
prices). Though cash hog prices 
are moving higher it appears 
December has it all priced in 
correctly. We still see the 
December and February contracts 
as priced correctly. One other factor is the EU-27 is considering subsidizing their 
pork exports. The same story in the US of negative margins due to high feed costs is 
being compounded by the weak US dollar which makes US pork priced more competitively. 
Export subsidies on their end could cut into our good export pace. We are out of all 
hedges. Based on fundamentals we are suggesting sideways speculative trading 
strategies. 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/


 
 
Live Cattle: Asking prices are $98 today after feedlots traded $95 and $95.50 last 
week. We have confirmation slaughter levels have declined compared with four weeks 
ago and prices responded. Our cash cattle target was $96 by the end of December and 
futures are pricing that in. Our target for the end of February is cash cattle at 
$101. Feb futures are almost there with a $100 cash cattle equivalent (cash + normal 
basis). We still encourage speculators to buy for a general move up but focus on the 

February rather than the December. 
For hedging ideally, when the time 
is right, we hope to get work done 
for the Feb around $101, Apr 
$99.50, and Jun $95.50. On the 
export side there are no new  
updates on South Korea or 
Japan to report...Rich Nelson 
 
 
 
 
www.allendale-inc.com  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
As always, if you have questions or comments, please call 800 551 4626 to discuss or 
send an e mail to research@allendale-inc.com 
 
The thoughts expressed and the basic data from which they are drawn are believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed herein are 
subject to change without notice.  Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Simulated results do not represent actual 
trading.  Simulated trading programs are subject to the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits 
or losses similar to those shown. Commodity trading may not be suitable for recipients of this publication. This is not a solicitation of the purchase or sale of 
any commodities.  Those acting on this information are responsible for their own actions.  Any republication, or other use of this information and thoughts 
expressed herein without the written permission of Allendale, Inc., is strictly prohibited. Allendale Inc. c2007 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/

